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ABSTRACT

(SIGCOMM ’21), August 23–27, 2021, Virtual Event, USA. ACM, New York,
NY, USA, 14 pages. https://doi.org/10.1145/3452296.3472936

The application of deep reinforcement learning (DRL) to computer
and networked systems has recently gained significant popularity. However, the obscurity of decisions by DRL policies renders
it hard to ascertain that learning-augmented systems are safe to
deploy, posing a significant obstacle to their real-world adoption.
We observe that specific characteristics of recent applications of
DRL to systems contexts give rise to an exciting opportunity: applying formal verification to establish that a given system provably
satisfies designer/user-specified requirements, or to expose concrete counter-examples. We present whiRL, a platform for verifying
DRL policies for systems, which combines recent advances in the
verification of deep neural networks with scalable model checking
techniques. To exemplify its usefulness, we employ whiRL to verify
natural requirements from recently introduced learning-augmented
systems for three real-world environments: Internet congestion
control, adaptive video streaming, and job scheduling in compute
clusters. Our evaluation shows that whiRL is capable of guaranteeing that natural requirements from these systems are satisfied, and
of exposing specific scenarios in which other basic requirements
are not.

1

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in reinforcement learning (RL) [74], namely deep
RL (DRL) [68, 70], have given rise to a surge of interest in applying DRL to sequential decision making in many areas, including a
broad variety of practical computer and networked systems contexts. Examples include compilers [30], databases [42], compute
resource scheduling [55], congestion control on the Internet [1, 35],
video streaming [57], and many more. See [31, 56] and references
therein for an overview and more examples. DRL suggests a compelling alternative for the traditional handcrafting of such systems
by domain-specific experts.
However, the (typical) opacity of decision making by deep neural
networks (DNNs) renders it difficult to determine whether a DRL
policy satisfies even basic correctness and/or security requirements.
This constitutes a major obstacle to the actual deployment of DRL
policies for real-world systems. While testing policies in simulated,
emulated, or live environments can expose performance/security
flaws, it cannot establish their absence (even in scenarios that only
slightly differ from the training/validation sets [75]).
We aim to facilitate the safe deployment of DRL-based systems
by providing the means to guarantee that a DRL policy meets a
designer/user-specified requirement, or, alternatively, for identifying a concrete scenario in which the requirement is violated.
Counter-examples for satisfying a certain requirement can be utilized in various manners: (1) they can serve as an indication that
the DRL policy is not “sufficiently trained” (similarly to acceptance
tests for traditional software), suggesting that the training process should be prolonged or that more data should be added to
the training set; (2) in some cases, the generated counter-examples
themselves can be injected into the training data to enhance the
system’s robustness, i.e., be used for adversarial training [52, 84];
and (3) the existence of counter-examples can aid in identifying
circumstances in which the DRL policy should be manually overridden. To accomplish our goal of provably determining whether a
specified requirement from a DRL policy holds or not, we build on
recent advancements in formal verification of DNNs.
DNN verification enables establishing that the mapping from
inputs to outputs by a DNN provably satisfies certain properties.
Verification provides far stronger guarantees than testing, because
they potentially extend to any input that the DNN might encounter—
even if there are infinitely many possible inputs. Yet, despite great
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strides in recent years, state-of-the-art verification approaches
(e.g., [23, 33, 37, 71, 80, 82]) face severe scalability issues. Specifically, such approaches typically (1) scale only to moderate-size
neural networks (tens of thousands of neurons, at most); (2) consider a single invocation of the DNN (whereas verification of DRL
policies involves reasoning about sequences of DNN invocations);
and (3) focus on proving local properties (e.g., adversarial robustness properties [75]), in which the considered space of possible
inputs is highly restricted [23, 33, 37, 80, 82]. This renders formal
DNN verification inapplicable to many domains and properties of
interest.
Recently, DRL has been increasingly applied to computer and
networked systems. We observe that the specific characteristics
of these systems give rise to exciting opportunities for formally
verifying non-local properties of sequential decision making. Specifically, the input to the DNN in many recently proposed DRL-based
systems consists of a fairly few features, which were manually handcrafted by domain experts (as opposed, to, e.g., computer vision
applications, where the extraction of meaningful features from vast
amounts of raw data is left to the DNN). As we later explain, the
low dimensionality and inherent structure of the DNN input space
have important implications for formal verification; specifically,
these traits facilitate the use of DNNs whose sizes are within reach
of existing DNN verification technologies, accommodate the formulation of expressive and complex desired properties, and simplify
reasoning about how an invocation of the DNN affects the DNN’s
future inputs.
We present a framework for verifying DRL policies for systems.
Our framework combines formal verification of DNNs [37] with
methodologies for bounded model checking, where the latter ingredient enables scalable verification. We implement our approach in
a new tool suite, called whiRL, and demonstrate its usefulness by
evaluating it on three learning-augmented computer systems—for
Internet congestion control [35], for adaptive video streaming [57],
and for scheduling jobs in compute clusters [55]. We formulate
natural requirements from each of these systems, and use whiRL to
determine whether these are always satisfied or not. Our evaluation
results expose several problems in the target systems, suggesting
that formal verification can play an important role in the design
and deployment of safe DRL policies for computer systems.
To facilitate the reproducibility of our results and to support
follow-up research, our code and experiments are available online [20].
This paper is organized as follows. We provide necessary background on DRL and verification in Section 2. We discuss the challenges and opportunities in DRL verification in Section 3, and
present our verification technique in Section 4. Our evaluation
results for whiRL on the three considered case studies appear in
Section 5. We discuss lessons for DRL system design and directions
for future research in Section 6, present related work in Section 7,
and conclude in Section 8.
This work does not raise any ethical issues.

2

BACKGROUND

We provide below necessary background on learning with deep
neural networks, DRL and its applications to systems, and DNN
verification.
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs). A DNN is a weighted directed
graph, where the nodes (also referred to as neurons) are organized
in layers. The first layer is called the input layer, the final layer is
called the output layer, and the remaining, intermediate layers are
called hidden layers. In feedforward neural networks, which are
prevalent in DRL policies for computer and networked systems,
outgoing edges from neurons in each layer 𝑖 only lead to neurons
in layers higher than 𝑖. We henceforth restrict our attention to
feedforward networks. We briefly discuss the possible extension of
our technique to recurrent neural networks (RNNs) in Section 4.4.
A DNN represents a function mapping its inputs to its outputs;
the output for initial values assigned to its input neurons is determined by propagating these values through the DNN, layer by
layer, until the values of the output layer are computed. When hidden layer 𝑖 is traversed, each neuron performs the following two
steps. First, it computes a weighted sum of the values of neurons
connected to it from previous layers, according to the edge weight
associated with each neuron. Next, an activation function is applied
to the computed weighted sum to determine the value of the neuron.
A very popular activation function is the piecewise linear ReLU
function [27], defined as ReLU(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥). The output layer
is typically simply a weighted sum of its preceding layer, without
an activation function.
An illustration appears in Fig. 1. This network has an input layer,
two hidden (ReLU) layers, and a final output layer. For input values
⟨𝑣 11, 𝑣 12 ⟩ = ⟨1, 1⟩, the values of the first layer’s neurons are given as:
𝑣 21 = ReLU(𝑣 11 + 2𝑣 12 + 1) = ReLU(1 + 2 + 1) = 4
𝑣 22 = ReLU(−5𝑣 11 + 𝑣 12 + 2) = ReLU(−5 + 1 + 2) = 0
Similarly, we get that ⟨𝑣 31, 𝑣 32 ⟩ = ⟨0, 9⟩, and so 𝑣 41 = −18.
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Figure 1: A toy DNN.
The edge weights of a DNN are determined in the process of
training the DNN, which involves continuously updating these
weights to reduce the error of the DNN’s output on the training
dataset. The training process goes on until either a “sufficiently
good” mapping from inputs to outputs is learned, or until the learning process converges and stops. See [27] for additional details.
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DRL and learning-augmented systems. In RL [74], an agent
observes, at each discrete time step 𝑡 ∈ 0, 1, ..., a state of its environment 𝑠𝑡 , and selects an action 𝑎𝑡 . After selecting action 𝑎𝑡 , the
agent observes a reward 𝑟𝑡 . The agent’s goal is to learn a policy 𝜋,
i.e., a mapping from states to actions, which
the expected
 Í maximizes

 
cumulative discounted return 𝑅𝑡 = E 𝑡 𝛾 𝑡 · 𝑟𝑡 , for 𝛾 ∈ 0, 1 .
The parameter 𝛾 is termed the discount factor. In DRL, DNNs are
employed to approximate the optimal 𝜋 [68, 70]. Recently, DRL has
been applied to many computer and networked systems, ranging
from compilers and databases to Internet routing and congestion
control [31, 56].
To motivate our approach and methodology, we will use DRLbased Internet congestion control [1, 35] as a running example.
Recently, DRL policies have been proposed as an alternative for
today’s handcrafted congestion control algorithms [1, 35]. Such
policies map local observables about the history of traffic conditions
(e.g., achieved throughput, packet loss rates, experienced latency) to
the next choice of sending rate. See [1, 35] for a thorough exposition.

that minor perturbations to 𝛼 do not result in major changes to the
DNN’s output [23, 28, 80].

3

VERIFYING DRL SYSTEMS: MOTIVATION
AND OPPORTUNITIES

Applying DRL in computer and networked systems contexts entails
unique challenges and unique opportunities. We next discuss these
challenges and opportunities, and provide a high-level overview of
our approach, which combines recent advances in DNN verification
with model checking.
Motivation: avoiding bad generalization across MDPs. A
key challenge in machine learning and, more specifically, in RL, is
generalization—the ability of the learned model to adapt to previously unseen data. A standard reason for bad generalization in RL
is variability in environmental conditions that is not adequately
covered by the finite training data (this was recently highlighted
in the context of congestion control in [86]). Hence, even if a DRLbased system fares marvelously during training, formally verifying
desired correctness and safety properties for the system is important to eliminate the possibility that these properties are violated
when the policy is put into practice (thus mitigating the risk of bad
generalization).
Recent efforts to apply DRL in systems contexts, however, also
give rise to a largely unexplored challenge, which renders formal
verification even more important, as discussed next. The standard
notion of generalization in machine learning, and established generalization guarantees, are with respect to the scenario that the
training environment (the “training distribution” over data) and
the operational environment (the “test distribution”) are the same,
and bad generalization arises from scenarios encountered during
test not being adequately represented in the finite training data.
When the two distributions differ significantly, there are no generalization guarantees [6, 10, 64].1 DRL-based systems, however, are
often expected to operate in environments that can significantly
differ from their training environments.
This challenge can easily be exemplified through our running
example of Internet congestion control. Recent proposals for DRL
congestion control (see [1, 35]) train a DRL policy for congestion
control on synthetic network environments using a network emulator. This training environment naturally fails to capture many of
the intricacies of real-world networks. The goal of these research efforts is to show that congestion control policies learned by training
on rich synthetic network environments can provide good performance even when applied to real-world network conditions.
Phrased using RL terminology, this translates to expecting a policy
learned under a certain Markov decision process (MDP) [11] to
perform well under a different MDP. Importantly, even if a DRL
policy is trained within the very same network environment in
which it is intended to operate (e.g., using empirical datasets, or by
training the policy in situ [86], i.e., in live deployment), the network
conditions the trained policy will encounter can easily deviate from
its training environment due to unexpected changes in network

DNN verification and its limitations. Following the rise in
popularity of DNNs, the verification community has begun addressing the need for verifying and reasoning about them (e.g., [12, 23,
26, 28, 33, 37–40, 45, 45, 47, 71, 80, 82]). A DNN verification query
comprises (i) a neural network 𝑁 , (ii) an input property 𝑃, and (iii)
an output property 𝑄. A verification algorithm answers the question
“does there exist an input vector 𝑥, such that 𝑃 (𝑥) holds and 𝑄 (𝑁 (𝑥))
also holds?”, where 𝑁 (𝑥) is the output vector that the neural network produces for input 𝑥, and 𝑄 typically expresses the negation
of the desired property. Verification has two possible outcomes: (1)
UNSAT—no such input exists, indicating that the property holds;
and (2) SAT, accompanied by a concrete input 𝑥 0 such that 𝑃 (𝑥 0 )
and 𝑄 (𝑁 (𝑥 0 )) hold, evidencing a violation of the property.
Let us revisit the toy DNN in Fig. 1, and suppose we wish to
prove that for every input 𝑥 = ⟨𝑣 11, 𝑣 12 ⟩, it holds that the output value
𝑁 (𝑥) = 𝑣 41 is positive. This is encoded as a verification query by
setting 𝑃 = (𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒), i.e. the inputs are not restricted, and 𝑄 = (𝑣 41 ≤
0), which is the opposite of our desired property, and by setting 𝑁
to be the DNN from Fig. 1. Here, a sound verification engine will
return SAT, providing a counter example—e.g., 𝑥 = ⟨1, 1⟩, which we
have already seen to produce a negative output, 𝑣 41 = −18. Hence,
the property does not hold in this case.
Scalability is a major hindrance for existing DNN verification
tools. When reasoning about repeated DNN invocations, where the
output of the DNN influences its future inputs, as in the context
of DRL policies, verification becomes significantly more difficult.
Specifically, reasoning about 𝑡 consecutive invocations of a DNN
with 𝑛 nodes requires encoding 𝑡 copies of the DNN into the underlying verification engine, and so effectively considering a DNN with
𝑡 ·𝑛 nodes. Because the verification problem is NP complete [37], the
worst-case complexity goes up from 2𝑛 to 2𝑡 ·𝑛 . Consequently, work
on DNN verification is typically limited in three important respects:
(1) to fairly small DNNs; (2) to a single invocation of the DNN; and
(3) to simple, local properties, where only a very small range of
possible inputs is considered. For instance, many efforts have been
devoted to verifying adversarial robustness properties [75] with
the objective of establishing, for some fixed input 𝛼 to the DNN,

1 While

the mismatch between training and test distributions is the main challenge
in off-policy RL [48] (see theoretical guarantees in [24, 32, 76–78] and recent work on
offline deep RL [22, 44, 67]), this mismatch is due to a change in policy, not in state
transitions, as in our context.
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conditions (routing changes, the appearance of new traffic sources,
etc.). This, again, gives rise to the challenge of generalizing from
one MDP to another.
Thus, DRL-based computer and networked systems are more
prone to encountering environmental conditions that trigger bad
behavior than the standard examples considered in RL literature,
further motivating the formal verification of the correctness and
security of such systems.

such properties can be formalized as “bounded liveness” queries
to whiRL. In addition, we observe that, for many DRL-based systems, the states observed by a system reflect a sliding window over
its recent history of observations regarding its environment. We
hence incorporate into whiRL the notion of “history buffers” to
accommodate the scalable verification of such systems, by curtailing the search space that the model checking procedure explores.
To enhance the scalability of our approach, we adopt the notion
of bounded model checking for contending with the infinite, or prohibitively large, size of the state-transition graph induced by many
DRL-based systems.
We show that the above combination of techniques enables the
verification of natural, non-local properties of sequential decision
making for DRL-based systems of interest.

Opportunity: coupling DNN verification with (bounded)
model checking. As discussed in Section 2, the scalability limitations of today’s techniques for verifying DNNs render them inapplicable to many domains and properties of interest. Our framework
for verifying DRL-based systems hinges on the following crucial
observation: the input to the DNN in many recently proposed DRLbased systems consists of rich domain-specific features, which were
manually handcrafted by human experts, e.g., the recent history of
carefully chosen aggregate network statistics for congestion control [1, 35]. This is in contrast to applications of deep learning in
domains such as computer vision, where manually generating useful features is extremely challenging, and so the DNN is typically
given large volumes of raw visual data and must extract meaningful
features from this data.
This rich and meaningful nature of features passed into the DNN
has important implications for formal verification: (1) the DNNs
used in recent DRL systems tend to be quite small, presumably because extracting useful features from the meaningful, hardcrafted
input features requires less manipulation to the DNN’s input. This
alleviates some of the scalability concerns discussed above. See
Table 1 for an illustration; (2) the semantic richness of inputs to the
DNN can be leveraged for formulating complex requirements from
the system, moving beyond simple, local properties like adversarial
robustness properties [75]; and (3) recall that in DRL systems, each
output of the DNN translates into an action that can affect its environment, which, in turn, can affect the DNN’s next action, and so on.
The low dimensionality and inherent structure of the input space
simplifies reasoning about how an invocation of the DNN affects
its future inputs. This enables reasoning about system executions
that include sequences of DNN invocations. These characteristics
of many recently proposed DRL-based systems make them prime
candidates for formal verification and, more specifically, motivate
coupling DNN verification with another formal verification technique, called model checking [8], which facilitates reasoning about
the ongoing behavior of a system.
Model checking involves formalizing, for a considered system, a
state-transition graph capturing the possible evolution of systemenvironment interaction over time, as well as the property to be
verified, which pertains to sequences of states in the state-transition
graph. Applying model checking to our environments of interest
thus requires grappling with questions regarding how desired properties should be formulated and how state-transitions should be
captured. Through the examination of our three case studies, we
identify useful abstractions. In particular, we observe that, in many
cases, a natural and important requirement from a system is to not
exhibit long-term, yet time-bounded bad behavior (for instance, a
congestion controller should not keep the sending rate “too low” for
“too long” when network conditions are excellent). We explain how

4

VERIFYING DRL POLICIES WITH WHIRL

We next present a detailed exposition of our verification approach
and the whiRL verification platform.

4.1

Applying Model-Checking to DNN Policies

In order to perform model checking, one must specify: (i) the state
space for the system, S; (ii) a set of initial states within S, given
by a predicate 𝐼 (𝑥) that returns true iff 𝑥 ∈ S is an initial state;
(iii) a transition relation, 𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ) which specifies to which states
𝑥 ′ the system can transition in a single step from state 𝑥; and
(iv) some property to be verified; for example, that the system never
transitions into a particular bad state. We next explain on how we
specify each of these components, and how we perform the actual
check that the property in question holds.
Defining the state space. In our verification framework, the
states correspond to the possible inputs to the DRL agent’s DNN.
Thus, state transitions enable reasoning about how the inputs to
the DRL-based system evolve as a consequence of its actions and
the environment. For instance, if the DNN in question has 𝑠 0 continuous inputs, each with a (possibly infinite) lower bound 𝑙𝑖 and
an upper bound 𝑢𝑖 , then the state space S is simply the hyperrectangle [𝑙 1, 𝑢 1 ] × ... × [𝑙𝑠0 , 𝑢𝑠0 ]. Observe that in this case, the set
S is infinite; indeed, this is supported by our technique, and is one
of the advantages that model checking and verification afford in
this context.
Defining the initial state. The initial state is property-specific,
that is, it depends greatly on what we are trying to prove. As an
example, if we wish to show that some bad state is never reached,
regardless of the initial state, we could set 𝐼 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒. We also give
examples of more restricted 𝐼 ’s when we discuss our case studies.
Defining the transition relation. Of the four components required for model checking, this is the most complex to define in
the context of a DRL agent. Suppose we are currently in some system state, 𝑥 ∈ S. By definition, this state is an input to the DNN
policy, for which it produces some output, 𝑁 (𝑥), which induces an
action that the system takes. Next, the environment may react to
this action, after which a fresh input 𝑥 ′ will be passed to the DNN,
representing the next state. Assuming the environment’s response
is not uniquely determined by 𝑁 (𝑥), which is the typical case (e.g.,
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Table 1: DNN sizes for learning-augmented computer and networked systems.
System

Application Domain

# Neurons

Aurora [35]
NeuroCuts [49]
[62]
NEO [60]
DeepRM [55]
[85]
[51]
[43]
[63]
Placeto [2]
Decima [59]
Pensieve [57]
AuTO [13]

congestion control
packet classification
SQL optimization
SQL optimization
resource allocation
resource allocation
resource & power management
compiler phase ordering
device placement
device placement
spark cluster job scheduling
adaptive video streaming
traffic optimizations

48
1024
50
~1500
20
96
30
68
320
2× input size
48
384
1200

is true for all case studies we examined), there can be multiple states
𝑥 ′ that satisfy this criterion.
The precise definition of the transition relation 𝑇 is propertyspecific. When precisely capturing the definition of𝑇 is too complex,
our strategy is making 𝑇 overly permissive, i.e., we define 𝑇 so that
if 𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ) is false then 𝑥 ′ indeed cannot be reached from 𝑥, but if
𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ) is true, 𝑥 ′ might also actually not reachable from 𝑥. This
is known as over-approximation in verification terminology [14]
and guarantees the soundness of our approach; if our verification
procedure outputs that the desired property holds, then indeed no
violating runs exist. However, if the verification procedure returns a
counter-example, it may be spurious, i.e., it may contain a transition
𝑥 → 𝑥 ′ that cannot occur in practice. Of course, in cases where 𝑇
can be precisely characterized (and so 𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ) is true if and only if
𝑥 ′ is reachable within a single step from 𝑥), any counter-example
discovered is guaranteed to be a true counter-example.
In our case studies, we observed that the presence of sliding
window “history buffers” as the possible inputs to the DRL-system
poses the restriction on 𝑇 that 𝑥 and 𝑥 ′ must agree on the shared
history and on the action that was selected in 𝑥 and led to 𝑥 ′ . This
also contributes to the scalability of the verification process by
reducing the overall number of states that need to be explored.
Going back to the congestion control example from Section 2 and
the implementation described in [35], a state 𝑥, which is an input to
the DNN controller, encodes the recent history of locally-perceived
packet loss rates and delays. When the DNN chooses a sending
rate, the environment responds by producing a new packet loss rate
and packet-latency-related statistics, which constitute the newest
entry in the history included in the successor state 𝑥 ′ . Thus, for this
example, when defining 𝑇 we specify that the history buffers stored
in 𝑥 ′ are precisely those in 𝑥, but shifted by one, and appended
with a new entry. Any state 𝑥 ′ for which this does not hold is not a
successor state of 𝑥.

Safety properties encode that nothing bad happens in the system.
In the congestion control context, a safety property might state
that if the input to the DNN of the traffic sender reflects very high
packet loss, then the sender must decrease its sending rate. A safety
property is described by a predicate 𝐵(𝑥) that returns true iff 𝑥 ∈ S
is a bad state, i.e., a state in which the safety property is violated.
Given a predicate 𝐵(𝑥), we say that a violating run of the system is
a finite sequence of states, 𝑥 1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛 , such that 𝐼 (𝑥 1 ), 𝑇 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖+1 )
for all 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 − 1, and 𝐵(𝑥𝑖 ) holds for some 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛; in other
words, 𝑥 1 is an initial state, each 𝑥𝑖 transitions into state 𝑥𝑖+1 , and
at least one of these states is bad. We later discuss how to find such
a sequence of states.
Liveness properties encode that good things eventually happen.
Such properties can express, e.g., that a DRL policy for Internet
congestion control must eventually increase the sending rate if
network conditions are consistently excellent (no packet loss, no
self-induced packet delays). A liveness property is violated if the
system can enter an infinite loop in which good states are never
reached. Given a predicate 𝐺 (𝑥) that returns true iff 𝑥 is a good
state, a violating run of the system is again a finite sequence of
states, 𝑥 1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛 such that 𝐼 (𝑥 1 ), 𝑇 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖+1 ) for all 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 − 1,
there exists a 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛 − 1 such that 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑥 𝑗 , and for all 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛
it holds that ¬𝐺 (𝑥𝑖 ); in other words, 𝑥 1 is an initial state, each 𝑥𝑖
transitions into state 𝑥𝑖+1 , the execution loops back to a previouslyvisited state, and none of the visited states is good.2 We later discuss
how to find such a sequence of states.
Illustrations of safety and liveness violations appear in Fig. 2.
Each node in the figure represents a system state, and edges indicate
possible successor states. In the left hand side transition system,
there is a single state marked as bad. Because that state is reachable
from the initial state, there exists a violating run for this safety
property. In the right hand side transition system, there is a single
state marked as good. Because there is a cycle of states that are
2 We

point out that when the system can run ad infinitum, a liveness violation need
not correspond to a loop in the state-transition graph, but can also be in the form of
a loop-free infinite sequence of states that contains no good states. Such violations
are infeasible to detect using bounded model checking, the verification procedure we
describe next. We leave the verification of liveness properties for infinite system runs
that do not manifest in cycles of visited states to the future.

Defining the property to be verified. We consider two classes
of properties: safety and liveness [8]. These two classes are known
to be sufficiently expressive to encode properties of interest in many
settings [8] (including, as we show below, in our three case studies).
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not good, and because that cycle is reachable from the initial state,
there exists a violating run for this liveness property.

This formula captures paths of the form 𝑥 1, . . . , 𝑥𝑘 such that 𝑥 1
is an initial state, each state is a successor of the preceding state,
none of the states are good, and for some 1 ≤ 𝑗 < 𝑘 the sequence
of states 𝑥 𝑗 , . . . , 𝑥𝑘 forms a cycle (𝑥 𝑗 is also a successor of 𝑥𝑘 ). As
before, this formulation only considers paths of length up to 𝑘, and
so is incomplete.
Observing again the left hand side of Fig. 2, we see that there
exists a path from the initial state to the bad state (marked B) for
𝑘 = 4, but not for 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3. On the right-hand side, there exists a
path from the initial state that cycles without reaching a good state
(marked G) for 𝑘 = 5, but not for 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, 4.
Bounded model checking can already greatly simplify the complexity of verification queries on DNN policies for DRL systems.
Still, for some systems, liveness properties may be difficult to formulate. For instance, if the system state includes a running counter,
this will prevent the same state from being revisited even if, apart
from the counter, the system is cycling and will never reach a good
state. The definition of liveness can be relaxed slightly to address
this, into what we refer to as “bounded liveness”:

𝐺

𝐵

Figure 2: Examples for violated safety and liveness properties.

4.2

Solving the Model-Checking Problem for
DRL Policies in Practice

∃𝑥 1, . . . , 𝑥𝑘 .𝐼 (𝑥 1 ) ∧ (

𝑘−
Û1

𝑇 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖+1 )) ∧ (

𝑖=1

𝑘
Ü

𝑘−
Û1
𝑖=1

𝑇 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖+1 )) ∧ (

𝑖=1

¬𝐺 (𝑥𝑖 )) ∧ (

4.3

𝐵(𝑥𝑖 ))

𝑘−
Ü1

¬𝐺 (𝑥𝑖 ))

𝑖=𝑙

Introducing whiRL

We present a verification platform called whiRL, which allows users
to verify the correctness of DRL systems with DNN-based policies. Internally, whiRL realizes the aforementioned techniques for
bounded model checking, and uses the Marabou [40] off-the-shelf
DNN verification engine as a backend. Our code, together with the
benchmarks described in Section 5, is available online [20].
A whiRL user is required to provide: (i) the DRL agent’s DNN,
given in TensorFlow format; (ii) the state space S of the system,
defined by providing lower and upper bounds for each of the DNN’s
inputs; (iii) a definition for the initial state set, 𝐼 ; (iv) the transition
relation 𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ), given as a set of constraints the connect the values
of 𝑥 ′ to those of 𝑥, and which also takes into account the reactions
of the environment; (v) a predicate 𝐵 defining the bad states (for
safety), or a predicate 𝐺 defining the good states (for liveness); and
(vi) the parameter 𝑘 for BMC queries (see Section 4.2).
Once this information is provided, whiRL generates a BMC query,
to be dispatched by the DNN verification engine. Because DNN
verification engines take as input ⟨𝑁 , 𝑃, 𝑄⟩ triples as described in
Section 2, we must formulate our BMC query accordingly. We do
this by creating 𝑘 copies of the input DNN and combining them

𝑖=1

𝑘
Û

𝑘
Û

This definition again looks for a path of length 𝑘, but this time
does not require that the path form a cycle; instead, it only requires
that the last 𝑘 − 𝑙 steps of the path not be good states for some
predetermined 𝑘. Note that although this definition involves finite
sequences of states, and hence is not a liveness property, it also does
not follow our definition of a safety property, that only requires
that a single bad state be visited.
In bounded model checking, the larger the value of 𝑘, the more
violations can be discovered. Unfortunately, large 𝑘 values also
lead to computationally expensive verification queries. Hence, we
propose to start out with small values of 𝑘, and then to gradually
increase 𝑘 as time and resources permit.

Intuitively, this query is satisfiable iff there is a sequence of consecutive states 𝑥 1, . . . , 𝑥𝑘 , such that 𝑥 1 is an initial state, and there is a
bad state reachable from 𝑥 1 within 𝑘 or fewer steps. Because of the
limitation on path length, this approach is incomplete; violations
it detects are correct, but it may overlook other violations (that
correspond to longer paths in the state space).
In the case of liveness properties, a BMC query is formulated as
follows: ∃𝑥 1, . . . , 𝑥𝑘 .
𝐼 (𝑥 1 ) ∧ (

𝑇 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑖+1 )) ∧ (

𝑖=1

Once the four components described in the previous section (state
space, initial states, transition relation and property) are formulated,
solving the model checking problem can be performed using standard algorithms [8]. Specifically, for safety properties we can run
a search algorithm on the transition system to look for bad states
that are reachable from the initial state; and for liveness properties,
we can run a nested DFS algorithm that searches for reachable
“non-good” cycles [8]. In both cases, for a finite transition system,
the problem can be solved in time that is polynomial in the size of
the transition graph.
The obstacle, however, is that the transition graphs may be infinite, or prohibitively large. Thus, to render our approach sufficiently
scalable for systems of interest, we apply the notion of bounded
model checking (BMC) from the field of formal verification.
In BMC, instead of searching for violating runs of any length (for
either a safety or a liveness property), we focus instead on runs
that have a finite length 𝑘 > 0. This renders the problem much
more tractable, while still guaranteeing that any counter-example
that we discover is correct. For example, a BMC query for a safety
property is formulated as follows:
∃𝑥 1, . . . , 𝑥𝑘 . 𝐼 (𝑥 1 ) ∧ (

𝑘−
Û1

𝑥𝑘 = 𝑥𝑖 )

𝑖=1
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into a single, larger network 𝑁 ′ . The original input layer is also
duplicated, so that it is 𝑘 times larger and effectively encodes 𝑘 successive states of the system, which the original network encounters
one by one. We use 𝑃 to express the fact that the first set of inputs
adheres to 𝐼 , and that each intermediate input is obtained from its
predecessor according to 𝑇 ; and use 𝑄 to specify that at least one
state is bad (for safety), or that no states are good (for liveness).
An illustration of this encoding appears in Fig. 3. We then pass
⟨𝑁 ′, 𝑃, 𝑄⟩ to the underlying verifier, and either answer that the
system is safe if it returns UNSAT, or provide the counter-example
to the user if SAT is returned.
In the definition above, we did not fully specify what kinds of
constraints can be included in 𝐼 , 𝑇 , 𝐵 and 𝐺. Although our definitions are general, it is useful to restrict these components to contain
only linear or piecewise-linear constraints, combined using Boolean
connectives (e.g., ∨, ∧, ¬, →). The reason for this is that almost all
available DNN verification engines (e.g., [18, 23, 37, 40, 82]) are
restricted to these kinds of constraints. This restriction could be
relaxed as DNN tools become more mature and support additional
constraints.
We illustrate the entire process with an example. Consider again
our toy DNN from Fig. 1. Recall that this DNN receives two inputs,
𝑣 11, 𝑣 12 , and produce a single output 𝑣 41 . Suppose now that this DNN
realizes a policy within a more complex system; when the DNN’s
output is positive, the environment reacts by increasing the values
of the two inputs, and when its output is non-positive, the environment reacts by decreasing the values of the two inputs. Further,
suppose that the two input values are always within the range
[−1, 1], and that at each step the system can increase or decrease
them by at most 1/2. Finally, suppose that we wish to prove that
𝑣 41 is always less than 10; and that we formulate this requirement
as BMC query of length 𝑘 = 3.
The BMC query is visualized in Fig. 4. Because we set 𝑘 = 3, we
encode a larger network that is actually 3 copies of the original
network, side by side. This new network has 6 inputs neurons
and 3 output neurons (the original 2 inputs and 1 output, times
3). The property 𝑃 encodes the constraints over the input neurons:
that they are always between −1 and 1 (first conjunct); that they
must increase by at most 1/2 if the previous output was positive
(second conjunct); and that they must decrease by at most 1/2 if
the previous output was non-positive (third conjunct).
𝑃=

∧

∧

6
Û

𝑖=1
2
Û
𝑖=1
2
Û
𝑖=1

constitute a counter-example (in this case, the example is guaranteed to be true, i.e., to not contain any spurious transitions, because
we perfectly captured the transition relation 𝑇 in our verification
query); whereas an UNSAT answer will indicate that no counterexample exists for the chosen 𝑘 = 3. In the latter case, we might
choose to increase 𝑘 in search of more complex counter examples.

4.4

Deterministic DRL policies. Our framework is focused on
verifying deterministic DRL policies. Deterministic policies are of
great interest in RL due to their high expressiveness. In particular, in sequential decision making under an MDP, there always
exists a deterministic policy that is optimal with respect to the
objective of maximizing the expected cumulative discounted return.
Indeed, various recently proposed DRL-based computer and networked systems use deterministic DRL policies (see, e.g., [1, 35]).
That said, many recently proposed DRL-systems do incorporate
randomness. One reason for this is that some common (specifically,
policy-gradient-based) reinforcement learning algorithms learn stochastic policies to enable the agent to better explore the state space
while training (by not re-choosing the same action when the same
state is revisited). In addition, when the learned policy is suboptimal, non-determinism adds “noise” to the agent’s actions that
can potentially prevent the agent from getting stuck in undesirable
local optima. We leave the exploration of formal verification of
stochastic policies to future research (see discussion in Section 6).
Restrictions on DNNs: feedforward neural networks,
piecewise-linear activation functions. Our discussion of DRL
verification is focused on feedforward neural networks, as this is, to
date, the dominant type of DNNs employed in proposed DRL-based
computer and networked systems. We point out, however, that
other types of DNNs, namely recurrent neural networks (RNNs),
have proved immensely useful in other domains, such as speech
recognition. RNNs possess the ability to store information from
previous invocations of the DNN in constructs called memory units.
We leave the extension of our DRL verification framework to RNNs,
e.g., by leveraging ideas and techniques from [3, 34], to the future.
In addition, as discussed above, today’s DNN verification engines typically support only piecewise-linear functions (e.g., ReLUs).
Thus, DRL-based systems that incorporate other types of activation functions pose difficulties for formal verification. As formal
DNN verification techniques evolve to encompass more activation
functions, whiRL could also be extended accordingly.

(−1 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 ≤ 𝑖)

(𝑦𝑖 > 0 → 𝑥𝑖 +

1
≥ 𝑥𝑖+1 ≥ 𝑥𝑖 )
2

(𝑦𝑖 ≤ 0 → 𝑥𝑖 −

1
≤ 𝑥𝑖+1 ≤ 𝑥𝑖 )
2

Limitations

We next discuss two important limitations of whiRL.

5

EVALUATION: THREE CASE STUDIES

For evaluation purposes, we implemented whiRL as a collection
of Python scripts, and integrated it with the recently proposed
Marabou DNN verification framework [40]. Our code is available
online [20].
We next present evaluation results for three learning-augmented
computer systems. Our results demonstrate that whiRL can indeed
be applied to verify natural requirements for systems of interest (or
provide concrete counterexamples for such requirements). We also

Observe that the input property 𝑃 also refers to output variables.
This is supported by many off-the-shelf verification engines, including the Marabou framework that we used. Next, we use the
property 𝑄 to indicate that a bad state has been reached, i.e. that
Ô3
our desired property is violated: 𝑄 = 𝑖=
1 (𝑦𝑖 ≥ 10).
The resulting query, i.e. 𝑃, 𝑄, and the network from Fig. 4, can be
dispatched by the backend verification engine. A SAT answer will
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Figure 3: The bounded model checking queries generated by whiRL. The DRL agent and its interactions with the environment
(left) are encoded as a DNN that is 𝑘 times larger than the original (right). As part of the verification query, whiRL enforces
that the first set of inputs to the larger neural network is indeed an initial state, and that each consecutive set of inputs is a
successor state, based on the previous state and the DNN’s selected action.
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Disclaimer: Our negative results for the evaluated systems
should be taken with a grain of salt for several reasons: (1) to
accommodate the limitations of our framework discussed in Section 4.4, our results pertain to variants of the three systems that
are amenable to verification, as will be discussed below; (2) some
of the considered systems already incorporate “sanity checks” for
the purpose of overriding the DNN in scenarios in which it might
yield undesirable actions; and (3) the results are naturally highly
dependent on the data on which the DNN is trained and the training
duration.
Importantly, our aim is not to suggest that the evaluated systems cannot, with sufficient training on sufficient data, or by incorporating manual DNN-overriding rules, satisfy the considered
requirements. The goal of our evaluation is to present evidence that
(1) whiRL provides system designers with the means to determine
whether the training data and training duration are sufficient to
guarantee desired system properties, and whether manual rules
for overriding the DNN’s output might be needed; and (2) whiRL
provides system users with the means to verify safety and (bounded
or unbounded) liveness properties of interest.
As discussed in Section 4.4, as DNN verification engines evolve
to support additional (non-piecewise linear) activation functions
and additional DNN types (namely, RNNs), whiRL, which treats the
DNN verification engine as a black box, could immediately benefit.
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To improve readability and provide intuition, we sometimes
settle for an informal description of some the technical details of
the systems and refer the reader to the relevant references. All
experiments reported below were run on a Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2
machine with 2.50 GHz CPU and 16GB of memory, using a single
thread.
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Figure 4: The toy DNN from Fig. 1, duplicated three times in
order to be used in a BMC query. The larger network has 6
input nodes and 3 output nodes.

discuss how whiRL can be employed to check whether a learningaugmented system is sufficiently trained (which can be regarded as
the ML analogue of acceptance tests for traditional software).
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Type: liveness (equivalently: the DNN should eventually change
the sending rate). The negation of a good state: all past latency
gradient entries in the DNN’s input are in the range [−0.01, 0.01];
all past latency ratio entries in the DNN’s input are in the range
[1.00, 1.01]; all past sending ratio entries in the DNN’s input are 1;
and the DNN’s output is 0.
Property 2. Intuition: when the history of local observations reflects excellent network conditions (close-to-minimum latency, no
packet loss), the DNN should not constantly maintain or decrease
its sending rate. Type: liveness (equivalently: the DNN should eventually increase the sending rate). The negation of a good state: all
past latency gradient entries are in the range [−0.01, 0.01]; all past
latency ratio entries are in the range [1.00, 1.01]; all past sending
ratio entries are equal to 1; and the DNN’s output is not positive.
Property 3. Intuition: when the congestion controller is sending
on a link with a shallow buffer (and so experienced latency is always
close to the minimum latency) and experiences high packet loss,
it should decrease its sending rate. Type: safety. A bad state: all
past latency gradient entries are in the range [−0.01, 0.01]; all past
latency ratio entries are in the range [1.00, 1.01]; all past sending
ratio entries are at least 2; and the DNN’s output is not negative.
Property 4. Intuition: when the congestion controller is sending on a link with a shallow buffer (and so experienced latency is
always close to the minimum latency) and consistently experiences
high packet loss, it should not indefinitely maintain or increase its
sending rate. Type: liveness (equivalently: the DNN should eventually decrease the sending rate). The negation of a good state: all
past latency gradient entries are in the range [−0.01, 0.01]; all past
latency ratio entries are in the range [1.00, 1.01]; all past sending
ratio entries are at least 2; and the DNN’s output is not negative.
When checking for liveness violations, our queries search for a
cycle of non-good states. Such cycles have a very specific structure.
For example, when using bounded model checking to search for
cycles of length 2, we seek inputs to the DNN where the history
vectors have the form ⟨𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑥, 𝑦, . . . , 𝑥, 𝑦⟩, and for which the successor states’ inputs have the form ⟨𝑦, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑥 . . . , 𝑦, 𝑥⟩. Cycles of length
3 will start from a state ⟨𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧, . . . , 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧⟩, etc.
Evaluation Results. We used whiRL to verify each of the aforementioned properties for varying values of 𝑘. For property 1, whiRL
could not find a counter-example for any 𝑘 ≤ 10. For property 2,
whiRL concluded that the property does not hold. Specifically, it
provided a counter-example, even for 𝑘 = 2, in which despite experiencing excellent network conditions, the DNN would repeatedly
decrease the sending rate until eventually reaching the minimal possible sending rate and staying there. We note that this immediately
implies the existence of counter-examples for every 𝑘 > 2 (because
cycles need not contain distinct states). For property 3, whiRL again
concluded that the property does not hold. In the counter-example
(produced for 𝑘 = 1) the DNN maintains the current sending rate,
i.e., outputs 0, even in the presence of high and fluctuating rates of
packet loss that clearly call for a reduction in sending rate. Finally,
for property 4, whiRL could not find a counter-example for 𝑘 ≤ 8,
implying that the desired property holds for these values of 𝑘. For
𝑘 = 9, 10, the tool timed out.
Verifying properties 1–3 took seconds to finish. For property 4,
the queries took seconds to solve for 𝑘 ≤ 3; minutes for 4 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 6;
hours for 7 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 8; and timed out after 24 hours for 𝑘 ≥ 9. Query

We also point out that whiRL could conceivably be leveraged to verify properties that pertain to the system in its entirety, as opposed
to the DRL controller alone, so long as manual DNN-overriding
rules are properly formulated and incorporated into whiRL’s input
(more specifically, into the transition relation). We discuss possible
extensions of whiRL, left for future work, in Section 6.

5.1

The Aurora Congestion Controller [35]

Aurora [35] is a DRL-based Internet congestion control algorithm.
It employs a DNN to map the recent history of observed statistics
regarding sent traffic (e.g., experienced latency, throughput) into a
change to the sending rate.
Aurora’s DNN takes as input a vector with 3𝑡 entries (for a fixed
𝑡 > 0): (i) 𝑡 entries represent the observed latency ratios for the
most recently chosen 𝑡 sending rates; (ii) 𝑡 entries represent the
observed sending ratios for the most recently chosen 𝑡 sending
rates; and (iii) 𝑡 entries represent the observed latency gradients for
the most recently chosen 𝑡 sending rates. Intuitively, the latency
ratio is the ratio between experienced latency and the minimum
latency observed thus far, the sending ratio is the ratio between the
number of packets sent and the number of packets arriving at the
destination, and the latency gradient is an indication of whether the
observed latency is increasing or decreasing. See [35] for a detailed
exposition.
The DNN’s single output indicates whether the sending rate
should be increased (positive output), decreased (negative output),
or maintained (output is zero).
. Encoding Aurora in whiRL. Aurora’s DNN controller, trained
according to the default settings in [36], is provided as a TensorFlow
protobuf. Aurora uses a small, fully connected neural network architecture with hyperbolic tangent activation functions. These nonpiecewise-linear activation functions are not supported by many
DNN verification tools (e.g., [18, 37, 82]), including Marabou [40],
which we use as a backend. To resolve this, we replaced the hyperbolic tangents with rectified linear unit (ReLU) functions, and
retrained the DNN. Our DNN demonstrated similar performance
(i.e., obtained similar reward values) to that of the original DNN.
The state space of the system is uniquely determined by the
DNN’s input vectors, as described above. In our evaluation, we set
𝑡 = 10 and so the input vector to our DNN contains 10 · 3 = 30
entries. We define the transition relation 𝑇 as follows: for states 𝑥 1
and 𝑥 2 , 𝑇 (𝑥 1, 𝑥 2 ) is true if and only if the history vectors in 𝑥 2 are
precisely those in 𝑥 1 , shifted by one value. In addition, the DNN’s
output in 𝑥 1 , denoted 𝑁 (𝑥 1 ), determines the sending rate stored in
the newest entry in the bounded-length history of 𝑥 2 .
We define the set of initial states, 𝐼 , to contain the entire input
space, i.e., 𝐼 = 𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒. This reflects the fact that congestion controllers
are expected to operate correctly from any starting point (e.g., after
changes in underlying routes, the entry or departure of other flows,
etc.).
. Safety and Liveness Properties for Aurora. We specify several
properties of interest for Aurora:
Property 1. Intuition: when the history of local observations
reflects excellent network conditions (close-to-minimum latency,
no packet loss), the DNN should not get stuck at its current rate.
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solving can be expedited by parallelizing the underlying verification
jobs [83].

5.2

it failed to eventually increase the resolution, this would be more
severe. This fact suggests that both properties should be encoded as
liveness properties. However, due to the presence of the “number
of remaining chunks” field in the DNN’s input, and since this field
is decreased with each transition, it is impossible for the system to
revisit a previously visited state. We thus formalize the properties
as bounded liveness properties, instead:
Property 1. Intuition: when starting from an initial state, if in
each of 𝑘 successive states chunks were downloaded quickly (more
quickly than it takes to play a chunk), the DNN should eventually
not choose the worst resolution (SD). Type: bounded liveness. The
negation of a good state: current buffer occupancy is at least a
chunk’s duration (4 seconds); past chunks’ download times are
shorter than a chunk’s duration; and the DNN outputs the lowest
resolution (SD).
Property 2. Intuition: when starting at an initial state, if in each
of 𝑘 successive states the buffer is almost empty (at most one chunk
is available for playing), and past chunks were downloaded slowly
(more slowly than it takes to play a chunk), the resolution picked
by the DNN should eventually not be high. Type: bounded liveness.
The negation of a good state: the current buffer occupancy is the
duration of a single chunk (4 seconds); past chunk download times
are longer than a chunk’s duration; and the DNN’s output is a
higher resolution than SD.
Evaluation Results. We used whiRL to verify properties (1) and
(2) above. For each of these properties, we ran queries for varying
values of 𝑘.
For property 1, whiRL discovered multiple violations. For each 𝑘
in the range 2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 8, the produced counter-example represents
a video of duration 4(𝑘 + 1) seconds. Each of the 𝑘 + 1 consecutive
4-second-long video chunks comprising the video, with the exception of the first chunk (assumed to be already downloaded), was
downloaded at the lowest available resolution, though the DNN’s
inputs indicated that higher resolutions could and should have
been selected. For property 2, we ran similar experiments, again
checking all values of 𝑘 in the range 2 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ 8. Here, whiRL was
unable to find any violations, meaning that the property holds for
these values of 𝑘. The running time of our tool ranged from a few
seconds for 𝑘 = 2 to roughly an hour for 𝑘 = 8.
We speculate that property 2 holds while property 1 does not because of the high penalty for video rebuffering events in Pensieve’s
reward function. Incorporating stronger incentives for better utilizing available bandwidth into the reward function might produce
better results with respect to property 1.

The Pensieve Video Streamer [57]

To optimize user quality of experience (QoE) in video streaming,
video clients employ adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms. An ABR
algorithm dynamically selects the bitrate (resolution) at which the
next video chunk (say, 4-second video segment) should be downloaded from the server. ABR protocols map local observables, such
as the occupancy of the client’s playback buffer and the download times of prior chunks, to choices of bitrates for upcoming
video chunks. Pensieve [57] is a recently proposed DRL-based ABR
algorithm.
Pensieve’s DNN takes as input the following vector: (i) one entry
represents the bitrate at which the last chunk was downloaded;
(ii) one entry represents the current size (in seconds) of the client’s
playback buffer; (iii) ℎ entries represent the download times for
the ℎ previously downloaded video chunks (for some fixed ℎ > 0);
(iv) ℎ entries represent the network throughput measurements for
the ℎ previously downloaded video chunks; (v) 𝑚 entries represent
the available sizes for the next video chunk, where 𝑚 is the number
of bitrates supported by the video streamer; and (vi) one entry
represents the number of unwatched chunks left in the video. The
DNN’s output indicates at which of the 𝑚 possible bitrates the next
chunk should be downloaded.
. Encoding Pensieve in whiRL. Pensieve’s DNN, trained as prescribed in [58], is provided as a TensorFlow protobuf. Pensieve’s
original output is a probability distribution over the possible bitrates.
Since our framework is focused on the verification of deterministic
policies, in our training of Pensieve, the output is determined to
be the bitrate associated with the neuron with the highest value in
the last layer of the DNN. The state space of the system consists of
all possible input vectors to the DNN (see above). The transition
relation 𝑇 is defined as follows: 𝑇 (𝑥 1, 𝑥 2 ) is true if and only if (i) the
history vectors in 𝑥 2 are precisely those in 𝑥 1 , shifted by one value;
(ii) the number of chunks left until the end of the video in 𝑥 2 is that
of 𝑥 1 , decreased by one; (iii) the last chosen bitrate in 𝑥 2 matches
the output of the DNN in 𝑥 1 ; and (iv) the last chunk size (as reflected
by the last throughput) in 𝑥 2 matches the output of the DNN in 𝑥 1 .
The initial states 𝐼 are those states in which (1) only a single
chunk was downloaded, and so all history values in the state that
do not represent the most recent time step are set to 0; and (2) the
first chunk was downloaded at the default bitrate (which is the
second lowest bitrate).

5.3

. Liveness Properties for Pensieve. We use whiRL to verify that
Pensieve behaves reasonably when streaming a full (short) video, in
situations where the desirable actions are clear: (1) when network
conditions are excellent, the whole video should not be streamed
at the lowest bitrate available (SD); and (2) when network conditions are extremely poor, the video should not be streamed at
high bitrates (to avoid video rebuffering). Note that both of the
aforementioned properties deal with the eventual behavior of the
system over sequences of inputs. For example, if the DNN controller
was to request only one chunk in low resolution although network
conditions were good, this might not be a serious issue; however, if

The DeepRM Resource Manager [55]

DeepRM [55] is a DRL-based, multi-resource cluster scheduler for
managing cloud computing resources. DeepRM repeatedly assigns
available resources to incoming jobs, with the goal of maximizing
job throughput.
DeepRM’s DNN receives as input (i) the usage status of 𝑑 different
resources, e.g., system CPU and memory; (ii) a queue of 𝑀 jobs to
be scheduled, for a fixed 𝑀 > 0, with the duration and resource
requirements for each of these jobs; and (iii) the number of jobs
awaiting to be scheduled (the backlog) beyond the jobs in the queue.
The DNN’s output determines the choice of next action: either
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schedule a specific job from the queue of active jobs, or wait, i.e.,
do not schedule any job at this time. When a job is scheduled, the
status of available system resources is updated accordingly, the
job is removed from the active jobs queue, and a new job from the
backlog might take its place. As time progresses, the execution of
scheduled jobs progresses, resources are freed, and the system may
schedule new jobs.

5.4

Verifying Sufficient Training

Our case studies involved verifying properties for already-trained
DNNs. However, an important challenge in DRL is determining
when training can safely be concluded. We argue that here, too,
formal verification could prove useful. We propose to establish a
list of properties that a DNN must uphold as an acceptance test, and
then use whiRL during training to determine when the DNN passes
this test. We applied this methodology to Aurora and Pensieve,
using the aforementioned properties as our acceptance tests.
For Aurora, we trained the DNN over 7 training episodes. Using whiRL, we observed that the properties that the fully trained
network upheld (properties 1, 4) were learned already after the
first training episode. The remaining properties, i.e. those that did
not hold also for the final system, did not hold at any point in the
training process. For Pensieve, we trained the DNN over 10 training
episodes. Applying the same methodology, we again observed that
the safety properties that held for the final system were learned at
a very early stage.
We hypothesize that these results reflect the fact that the reward
functions used in both cases assign very high penalties to specific
unwanted scenarios (e.g., video rebuffering in the context of Pensieve), leading the DNN to quickly learn some desired properties
pertaining to these scenarios, while failing to learn others even
over prolonged periods of training. Examining which properties
the DRL policies satisfies during training can aid the system designer in reasoning about the effects the different choices of reward
functions, and in identifying which manual safeguards should be
introduced for overriding the DNN’s decisions.

. Encoding DeepRM in whiRL. DeepRM’s DNN is provided as
a Theano model, trained according to the default settings in [54],
which we converted to a TensorFlow protobuf. Similarly to Pensieve, DeepRM’s original output is a probability distribution over
possible decisions and so we trained a variant DeepRM that yields
a deterministic decision. Each state in the system’s state space is
an image of size (𝑑 × (𝑀 + 1) × 10 + backlog size) × 20, which represents the allocation of cluster resources and the resource profiles
of jobs waiting to be scheduled. The transition relation 𝑇 is defined
as follows: for two states 𝑥 1 and 𝑥 2 , it holds that 𝑇 (𝑥 1, 𝑥 2 ) is true
if and only if: (i) if a job from 𝑥 1 ’s queue was scheduled, resources
are updated accordingly in 𝑥 2 and the job no longer appears in 𝑥 2 ’s
queue; and (ii) if a wait action was selected, 𝑥 2 ’s queue is the same
as 𝑥 1 ’s, but the resource allocation is updated accordingly.
. Safety Properties for DeepRM. We specify four safety properties
for DeepRM. Consider a scenario where system resources consist
of 10 units of CPU and 10 units of memory (for an appropriate
definition of units). We consider two types of jobs: small jobs, which
require 1 unit of each resource for a single time unit (a single time
step), and large jobs, which require the entire resource pool for 20
time units. We apply whiRL to DeepRM to verify the following
properties:
Property 1. Intuition: when many system resources are available,
and there are small jobs waiting to be scheduled, at least one of them
should be scheduled. Type: safety. A bad state: CPU and memory
are only 50% utilized; there are five small jobs in the queue; and the
DNN’s output is “wait”.
Property 2. Intuition: when all system resources are free and
there is a single large job in the queue, it should be scheduled. Type:
safety. A bad state: CPU and memory are 0% utilized; there is one
large job in the queue; and the DNN’s output is “wait”.
Property 3. Intuition: when system resources are not available
and there are five small jobs waiting in the queue, no job should
be scheduled. Type: safety. A bad state: CPU and memory are 100%
utilized; there are five small jobs in the queue; and the DNN’s output
is not “wait”.
Property 4. Intuition: when system resources are not available
and there are five large jobs waiting in the queue, no job should
be scheduled. Type: safety. A bad state: CPU and memory are 100%
utilized; there are five large jobs in the queue; and the DNN’s output
is not “wait”.
Evaluation Results. For properties 2, 3, and 4, whiRL found
counter-examples evidencing that the properties do not hold already
for 𝑘 = 1. In contrast, whiRL was able to verify property 1, proving
that if all system resources are free and there is a single large
job waiting in the queue, that job will be scheduled by the DNN.
whiRL’s running time for each property was several seconds.

6

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Lessons for DRL-based system design: towards verificationaware design. Our experimentation with whiRL taught us important lessons regarding the design of DRL-based systems. For
example, a crucial design element is the choice of inputs to feed
into the DNN. Naturally, the DNN’s inputs should contain sufficient
information to facilitate good decisions. However, the choice of
inputs also has important implications for the system’s amenability to verification. For example, it is beneficial for the verification
process if there are no tightly coupled (i.e., redundant) inputs to
the network. This is not the case, e.g., for Pensieve’s DNN, where
the past throughputs and download times are dependent on each
other. Such dependencies tend to make it more difficult to encode
DNN verification queries, as some dependencies, e.g., non-linear
ones, are not widely supported by existing verification technology.
In our case-study we bypassed this issue by focusing on queries in
which one of the dependent parameters was fixed.
Another design decision that affects amenability to verification
is the choice of neural network architecture, and, specifically, the
choice of activation functions. Choosing activation functions supported by many engines (specifically, piecewise-linear functions)
will make the resulting system easier to verify.
Future research: improved scalability and understanding
through invariant inference. A technique that will allow for
more tractably solving the full verification problem for DRL-based
agents without resorting to bounded model checking is integrating
invariant inference techniques [69] into our scheme. An invariant
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is a logical condition 𝜑 that holds for all initial states of the system,
i.e., 𝐼 (𝑥) ⇒ 𝜑 (𝑥), and also continues to hold after each transition of
the system, i.e., 𝜑 (𝑥) ∧𝑇 (𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ) ⇒ 𝜑 (𝑥 ′ ). Thus, an invariant can be
regarded as an over-approximation of all reachable systems states,
and so can be used for proving that the system satisfies desired
safety and liveness properties. Initial work on invariant inference
for DNNs [34] shows promise, although significant work will be
required to extend these techniques to the DRL setting, which
incorporates non-deterministic reactions from the environment.
See some initial results in [4].
Beyond improving the scalability of DRL verification, employing
invariant inference for verifying DRL-based systems can potentially
yield another significant benefit. Specifically, in our evaluation of
whiRL in Section 5, the properties considered contained somewhat
arbitrary constants. For instance, to capture low network latency,
the latency gradient entries and latency ratio entries in the input
to Aurora’s DNN were constrained to the ranges [−0.01, 0.01] and
[1.00, 1.01], respectively. This choice of constants to plug into the
verification query is fairly ad hoc. While system designers/users
can gain insights into the choices of parameters for which a certain
property holds by formulating queries with varying choices of
constants and observing whiRL’s outcome, we posit that a more
elegant solution is feasible. To wit, we believe that, in use-cases
like the ones considered here, using invariant inference techniques
could be leveraged to characterize the restrictions on the DNN’s
input for which the desired property is satisfied.

Our approach for verifying DRL-driven systems uses a DNN verification engine as a black box. whiRL uses the SMT-based Marabou
tool [40, 72, 83], but other verification tools could be used in its stead,
including abstract-interpretation-based engines [23, 81], symbolic
interval reasoners [82], LP-based tools [80], abstraction-refinement
based tools [7, 19], or others. Some of these techniques have
also been extended to support quantized neural networks [5, 61].
See [50] for a recent survey.
Approaches for verifying the correctness of non-deep RL policies
include policy extraction, where instead of the DNN, an explainable
agent, such as a decision tree [9, 21], is utilized. Recent studies
have also tackled the verification of hybrid systems with DNN
controllers [17, 73]. This is similar to our context in the sense that
it pertains to sequential DNN evaluations, yet the focus of that line
of work is on handling the continuous nature of hybrid systems.
Our preliminary results on verifying DRL-based systems appeared in a workshop paper [41]. We note that the evaluation
results in [41] are restricted to verifying safety and liveness properties that translate to paths/cycles of the minimal length, and so
boil down to traditional one-shot DNN verification.
Recently, researchers have proposed contending with bad generalization of DRL-based systems by monitoring the system in real
time in an attempt to identify when the decisions reached by the
system are no longer reliable, and defaulting to some safe policy
when this occurs [66]. This methodology is termed online safety
assurance in [66]. Our approach here, which is also motivated by
the same concerns, is complementary to online safety assurance;
while online safety assurance detects scenarios that trigger bad
behavior after the fact, our approach can eliminate the possibility
of certain system user-/designer-specified scenarios occurring at
all.

Future research: verifying stochastic policies. An important remaining direction for future research is verifying stochastic
policies. A stochastic policy maps each observed state to a probability distribution over actions (in contrast to a single action for deterministic polices). This renders the verification of safety and liveness
properties for such policies more challenging, as the transition relations and the verification properties become more complex [8]. We
believe that by leveraging probabilistic model checking techniques,
the verification of stochastic policies could be successfully tackled
as well [8, 15, 46].

8

Additional research directions. Other natural directions for
future research include applying whiRL to verify additional properties in additional case studies, and exploring to what extent the
counter-examples produced by whiRL could be leveraged to improve the training of DRL-based systems (via adversarial training [52, 84]; see [25] for a recent application of adversarial training
to networking domains).

7

CONCLUSION

DRL holds great promise for computer system design, and is rapidly
becoming pervasive. However, despite its excellent performance in
many cases, it remains highly opaque. Consequently, DNN-guided
decision making comes at the risk of failing to meet even basic
performance requirements, and this risk could significantly hinder the deployment of such systems. Common testing-based and
simulation-based approaches can mitigate this risk, but cannot
eliminate it entirely. We argue that this concern must be addressed
before DRL is built into real-world systems. We believe that our
proposed framework is a meaningful step towards increasing the
reliability of DRL-based systems.

RELATED WORK

Deep RL has recently been applied to address many challenges pertaining to computer and networked systems. The reader is referred
to [31, 56] for recent surveys.
The state of the art in increasing the reliability of systems
that use DNN components relies mostly on testing and simulation (e.g., [65, 79]). There are also efforts being directed at increasing the explainability of and interpretability of DNN models
through testing, observations, visualization, and additional means
(e.g., [29, 53, 87]), recently focusing also on DRL-based networked
systems [16].
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